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We present systematic k‖-dependent measurements of the Fermi surface and underlying band-
structure of quantum well states in Cu/Co/Cu(001). Compared to bands from normal emission,
we find a complicated evolution of “split” QW states as a function of the thicknesses of both the
copper overlayer and the cobalt barrier layer. Self-consistent calculations show that the penetration
of the quantum well states into the cobalt barrier layer is significant and leads to the observed very
non-free-electron behavior of these states.

PACS numbers: 73.21.Fg,71.18.+y,79.60.-i

Quantum well (QW) states in magnetic transition
metal multilayers are important both fundamentally and
from a practical point of view. The most interesting
technological prospect is that the magnetic properties of
devices could be controlled by engineering the wavefunc-
tions within layered structures through control of growth,
geometry and composition. In order to achieve this level
of control, a detailed understanding (both experimentally
and theoretically) of the electronic and magnetic proper-
ties of multilayer devices is important.

QW states are usually described within a free-electron-
like model modified by phase accumulation upon reflec-
tion at the interfaces[1], which leads to simple parabolic
bands. The phase at the substrate/QW interface is
sensitive to the bandstructure of the substrate, espe-
cially near edges of the surface-projected bandstructure.
This leads to an influence of the substrate on the QW
states which can be probed by momentum- (k-) resolved
photoemission[2] or inverse photoemission[3] measure-
ments. In these studies it was shown that the essen-
tial quantum numbers of the phase accumulation model
(PAM) are not altered by the substrate interaction; only
the parabolic form of the bands is modified, tending to-
wards a flattening or kink of the QW bands as they cross
substrate band edges. Recently, more complicated per-
turbations of the QW bands have been observed which
were attributed to many-body interactions [4].

In this paper, we show that the substrate can extend its
influence beyond perturbation of the bands determined
by simple phase accumulation models. In other words,
the effect of the substrate is not just to change the inter-
face reflection phase in the PAM so that the simple PAM
breaks down. The reason is that when k‖ �= 0, the Cu
sp band interacts strongly with the Co minority d band.
As a result, it is not enough to consider the Cu layer
alone for determining the QW electronic structures; in-
stead the substrate and overlayer metals must be treated

as a unified system. We report detailed momentum-
dependent measurements of the electronic properties of
the Cu/Co/Cu(001) system, in which we find that while
the simple PAM description suffices to describe the bands
near normal emission, the bandstructure at in-plane mo-
mentum k‖ �= 0 is more complicated. Furthermore, these
bands have a complicated evolution as a function of both
copper overlayer as well as cobalt barrier layer thickness.
Self-consistent theoretical interpretation of the data is
complicated by the large number of atoms needed for
simulation (order of 30 atoms per unit cell); nevertheless
preliminary calculations are presented which show that
the QW wavefunction penetration into the cobalt barrier
layer is responsible for the observed behavior.

Experiments were performed on samples grown in situ
at Beamline 7.0.1.2 (Electronic Structure Factory) of the
Advanced Light Source and analyzed with an imaging-
type angle-resolving hemispherical spectrometer (Gam-
madata SES-100). The samples were grown pseudomor-
phically (i.e. maintaining the lateral substrate periodic-
ity throughout the deposited films) by room temperature
deposition of Cu and Co onto Cu(001) crystals cleaned by
Ar ion sputtering followed by annealing. The Cu thick-
ness can be determined precisely by counting the discrete
QW states observed at normal emission, while the Co
barrier layer thickness is estimated by monitoring growth
with a quartz crystal oscillator. The absolute Co thick-
ness uncertainty is about ±1 monolayer (ML) while the
relative thicknesses are accurate to within about 10%.
The dependence of the QW states on layer thicknesses
(dCu,dCo) was systematically probed by growing wedge-
profiled samples in which one thickness was varied while
the other was held fixed; samples were probed with a 50
µm photon spot. The angular-dependent photoemission
patterns at photon energy 83 eV were measured while
rotating the samples on a goniometer capable of two or-
thogonal polar rotations. Conversion from emission angle
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FIG. 1: Fermi surface and bandstructure for Cu/Co/Cu(001)
layered structures with variable dCu and fixed dCo=10 ML
(lighter gray means stronger photoyield). (a) Fermi Surface
for dCu=30 ML, (b-d) Bandmaps along the dashed line in (a)
for dCu=9.6, 12.8, and 22.4 ML, resp. The lines are guides
for the eye.

to momentum was through simple trigonometric trans-
formation. The combined energy resolution (photon +
electron) was better than 50 meV.
Fig. 1(a) shows the angular distribution of states at

the Fermi energy (EF) for a wide range of momenta
k‖=(k[110],k[110]) for a 30 ML Cu film on 10 ML of Co

on Cu(001) substrate. Except for some deviation near
momentum k = 0.8 Å−1 (expected because of the in-
fluence of the “neck” region of the bulk Fermi surface)
the data show an array of nearly circular contours. In a
simple nearly free-electron picture with plane-wave like
wavefunctions, these states disperse parabolically inward
in momentum towards k‖=0 as the binding energy is in-
creased. What is surprising is that for all thicknesses
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FIG. 2: Energy distribution curves as a function of Cu thick-
ness dCu for (a) normal emission (point 1 of Fig. 1(a)) and
(b) off-normal (point 2 of Fig. 1(a))

dCu measured, at least one of these contours has en-
tirely different dispersion character and cannot be ex-
plained within this simple free-electron model. This is
illustrated by bandstructure measurements for three dif-
ferent QW thicknesses dCu in Figs. 1(b-d). These figures
are comprised of individual electron distribution curves
as a function of k[110]. For each thickness there appears
to be an “extra” band (indicated by arrows) appearing
around 0.4 eV binding energy and dispersing outwards
toward the Fermi energy. While it is tempting to con-
nect this “extra” band to one or another adjacent band,
at some thicknesses (such as Fig. 1(b)) it is difficult to
do that. The anomolous bands in Fig. 1 are located near
k[110]= 0.5Å

−1 regardless of Cu film thickness, suggest-
ing that they might be related to some features of the
underlying Co band structure which is independent of
the QW thickness.

Fig. 2(a) shows the Cu thickness-dependence of the
electron distribution curves at normal emission (point 1
of Fig. 1(a)). These data consist of discrete peaks joined
by a diffuse background (typical for Cu/Co structures
grown at room temperature) whose intensity is a function
of the sample film quality. The position of the discrete
peaks has been discussed theoretically within simple em-
pirical [5] and elaborate self-consistent [6] schemes and
can be approximated well using simple plane-wave states
within a phase accumulation model. Fig. 2(b) shows a
similar data set collected for off-normal emission (point
2 of Fig. 1(a)). Contrary to normal emission, these data
show that the off-normal states do not evolve uniformly
but appear to display anti-crossing behaviour, especially
around −0.4 eV binding energy. The behaviour is remi-
niscent of the normal emission data for double QW struc-
tures, in which the evolution of states as a function of
outer QW thickness has anti-crossings at the discrete en-
ergy levels of a fixed inner QW (see Ref. [7], esp. Fig.
2(c)). This suggests the interaction in the present case
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FIG. 3: QW dependence on Co barrier thickness. (a-c)
Bandmaps of Cu/Co/Cu(001) with fixed dCu= 19 ML and
nominal dCo= 3, 4, 8 ML, resp. The lines are visual guides
for the eye.

between QW states and states in the underlying Co sub-
strate, which are likely to be a more complicated inter-
action than in the simple example of Ref. [7].

The results of Figs. 1-2 implicate the underlying Co
states in the modifications of the QW bandstructure.
Therefore we now consider the dependence of the QW
states on the Co barrier layer thickness (dCo=3 to 8
monolayers (ML)) at constant Cu QW thickness (dCu=19
ML); results are shown in Fig. 3. At all Co thicknesses
there appears a similar split-off band (indicated by ar-
rows) but the location of the splitting in k-space appears
to move from band to band as a function of thickness. Al-
though the total number of states crossing EF does not
vary with Co thickness, the positions of the splittings
move monotonically inwards towards k‖= 0 about half a
band spacing as Co thickness goes from 3 to 8 ML. Be-
yond 8 ML there is no further evolution of the split states
suggesting that the Co states have converged effectively
into bulk-like states, at least as far as the overlayer QW
states are concerned.

Taken together, Figs. 1-3 demonstrate that the band-
structure of the Cu/Co/Cu system cannot be regarded
as solely a function of the Cu thickness dCu but that the
Co thickness dCo must be taken into account as well. Be-
cause the photoemission technique probes only the outer-
most 1-3 ML of the sample, it is clear that the QW wave-
function is significantly modified throughout the layer
structure by changes to both thicknesses dCu and dCo.
Therefore calculations must explicitly take both thick-
nesses into account to understand the electronic prop-
erties of our structures and hence the magnetic cou-
pling properties of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) de-
vices. Unfortunately, self-consistent calculations are dif-
ficult owing to the large number of atoms in the unit cell
of the layered structure —typically 20 ML Cu + 8 ML
Co + ∞ substrate Cu atoms. Instead, we can only use
a few layers of Cu to represent the effects of the infinite
thick substrate.

Calculations were carried out for three-layer systems
with thicknesses (dCu, dCo, ds) where ds is the finite
thickness of a substrate Copper slab (ds=∞ in the
experiment). The calculations were based on density
functional theory (DFT)[8–10] and the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof Generalized Gradient Approximation (PBE-
GGA)[11, 12] to the exchange-correlation functional,
as implemented in the norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tial plane-wave parallel codes PARATEC and PEtot[13].
Pseudopotentials of the Hammann and Troullier-Martins
type[14–16] were generated with the fhi98PP pseudopo-
tential program. The 3s, 3p, and 3d states are included
for the Cu and Co valence electrons. The calculations
performed in this paper are identical to those performed
in reference [6] with the exception that here we carried
out k‖-dependent calculations while reference [6] only
contains results at the surface Brillouin zone center, Γ̄.

Fig. 4(a) shows a comparison of our experimental re-
sults for (dCu, dCo, ds)=(19, 8,∞) ML to the calculated
results for a realistic (19, 8, 4) ML system (circles) and for
an isolated copper slab, (19, 0, 0) (squares). The size of
each circle (which represents one state in our calculation)
is scaled according to the percentage of its wavefunction
|φ|2 in the surface Cu layer in order to approximate the
intensity seen by photoemission. Comparing our calcu-
lated results with and without the Co layer, we find that
they are similar at k‖= 0, which means the Co layer
serves only as a barrier at k‖= 0; there is little mixing
of the Co states with the Cu quantum well states. How-
ever, at k‖ > 0, the calculated (19, 8, 4) ML system has
many more states around the energy of -0.5 eV. These ex-
tra states indicate the interaction of the Co states with
the Cu quantum well states at k‖ > 0. Interestingly, our
calculated states for (19, 0, 0) ML lie on top of the exper-
imental emission intensity bands, including the “extra”
(“split”) band shown with an arrow in Figs. 1 and 3. Ac-
cording to this, these seemingly “extra” bands are in fact
the original Cu quantum well bands, but intercepted in
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the middle by Co states as shown in Fig. 4(a). These Co
mixing states intrude into the original Cu quantum well
bands, break them up, and make them appear like band
splitting.

Our calculated states for the (19, 8, 4) ML system (Fig.
4(a)) are more complicated than the experiment, having
more intrusion states than in the experimental data. This
may follow from the finite total slab thickness imposed by
our calculation – states which would leak away into the
infinite substrate if our ds =∞ appear in our simulations
of ds = 4 with significant surface weight. It may also
be due to energy-broadening in the experiment, such as
smearing resulting from layer thickness inhomogeneities.

In order to better understand the interaction of the
Co and Cu QW states at k‖ > 0 we follow Aballe et
al[2] and plot the density of states (DOS) of the bulk
Co, integrated along k[001], as a grayscale on top of the
calculated Cu QW states in Fig. 4(b). The Co DOS in
this binding energy range is dominated by minority d
states.

We have also calculated a weighted DOS related to
possible coupling between the Co d states and the
Cu QW states by adding a coupling strength factor
|
∫
A
ψ′Co(k[110], k[001])ψ

′
Cu(k[110], k

′
[001])dxdy|

2 to each Co

state ψCo(k[110], k[001]); this factor is used as a weight
for each band structure point ECo(k[110], k[001]). Here
the Cu state k′[001] is chosen so that the Cu state

ψCu(k[110], k
′
[001]) has roughly the same energy as the cor-

responding Co state ψCo(k[110], k[001]). The ψ
′ indicates

the z derivative of the wavefunction, and the area inte-
gral dxdy is done on the (001) interface between the Co
and Cu layers. The resulting weighted DOS is plotted
as contours in Fig. 4(b). A similar weight factor using
ψCo,ψCu instead of ψ

′
Co,ψ

′
Cu has also been calculated.

The result is somewhat similar, but we found that the
present weighted DOS more satisfactory.

We see that the Co DOS, especially the weighted DOS,
coincides with the directly calculated intrusion states.
This confirms our assumption that these intrusion states
come from the mixing of the Co minority d states with
Cu QW states. A more subtle effect shows up at the
bottom of the Fig. 4(b). There is a slight kink in the
directly calculated band, which coincides with the sec-
ond dominant peak in the weighted DOS. The same kink
might also exist in the experimental data, although it is
too subtle to be positively confirmed there.

Recently, similar effects were reported for the band-
structure of 8-9 ML Ag on Ge(111)[4]. There the sub-
strate bands were treated as a continuum interacting with
discrete QW states, leading to a change in the self en-
ergy of the quasiparticles as they cross the substrate band
edge. It is not clear that this approach could qualitatively
explain our data, because we do not observe an increase
in linewidth of the QW states in the Co band interaction
region as required by causality [17]. Furthermore, the
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FIG. 4: Comparison of calculations and experimental QW
states. (a) Experiment for (Cu, Co, Cu(100)) thicknesses (19,
8, ∞) (grayscale) vs. calculations for isolated QW (19, 0, 0)
(squares) and realistic slab model (19, 8, 4) (circles). (b)
Comparison of slab calculations (19, 8, 4) to density of states
(grayscale, lighter meaning denser) and weighted density of
states (contours) of the Co substrate as described in the text.

Co d state band dispersions are more complicated than
the simple sp Ge bands and lead to a more complicated
splitting behavior. Our approach, while tentative due
to the computational burden, can at least qualitatively
explain the apparent “splitting” and could be used as a
predictive tool for wavefunction engineering.

In summary, we have experimentally found and theo-
retically confirmed a dramatic modification to the band-
structure of Cu thin films on Co/Cu(001) induced by the
Co barrier layer’s electronic structure. Since the bar-
rier layer’s electronic properties can be chosen at will, in
principle the singular behavior of the bands (at present
mostly near 0.4 eV below EF) could be moved to the
Fermi level. This would make the electronic response
function of the quantum wells exquisitely sensitive to
changes in the barrier layer’s bandstructure, leading to
novel control of the coupling behaviour of magnetic mul-
tilayer devices.
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